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Abstract As the Internet becoming popular, many sectors
such as banking and other financial institutions are
adopting e-services and improving their Internet services.
However, the e-service requirements are also opening up
new opportunity to commit financial fraud. Internet
banking fraud is one of the most serious electronic crimes
(e-crimes) and mostly committed by unauthorised users.
This paper presents a new dynamic key generation scheme
that facilitates a fraud prevention mechanism. In the
proposed scheme, a combination of a biometric feature such
as a fingerprint [10] and smart card [6][11] is used to
effectively confirm the users' identity and prevents illegal
attempts. It also eliminates the need for storing a long-term
shared key which makes the system insecure during
transactions. We show that the new scheme is secure against
various kinds of attacks.
Keywords: Internet Banking payment, key generation,
fraud, payment systems

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet banking use reduces costs and allows banking
institutions to reach out to more customers. However, the
e-service requirements are also opening up new
opportunities to commit financial fraud[9]. A survey was
done by UK Information Security Breach and the UK
National Hi-Tech Crime Unit’s recent report has
evidenced this serious situation. It highlights that “online
financial fraud is one of the most serious e-crimes and
takes the lion’s share of over 60% of e-crime costs”[5].
Billions of pounds are lost each year in the banking
sector due to unauthorised users committing fraud
through the exploitation of system vulnerabilities [5]. In
addition, the opportunity to commit fraud online is higher
than the manual ways of performing transactions as the
transactions performed within a given time period.
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Failure to prevent unauthorised and illegal use can lead
to financial loses and damage the reputation of financial
institutions.
Various kinds of secure payment systems over the
Internet have been implemented such as Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) [1][25] and Secure Electronic Transaction
protocol (SET) [14]. However, several security issues
related to exposing credit-card information have been
reported. In SSL-based credit-card payment system [1],
the credit-card information might be revealed, which
leads to illegal and fraudulent actions. In SET [14]
protocol [6], encrypted credit-card information is
decrypted by the payment gateway and then forwarded to
the issuer. A security problem may arise if the payment
gateway and the issuer are different parties.
Moreover, the credit-card number is printed on the card
which makes it visible to everyone and obtaining the
client’s information such as date of birth is not a difficult
task. In addition, the credit-card number is considered
reusable long-term and semi-secret information. It can be
replaced by a secret that is only known to the client and
the issuer as in Kungpisdan-Srinivasan-Le (KSL)
protocol [29]. However, it still has to be transferred in
every transaction. Thus, it is vulnerable to various kinds
of attacks.
As a result, efficient security measures are needed to
prevent fraudulent financial transactions performed by
unauthorised users and to ensure transaction integrity. To
achieve so, this paper introduces a new Dynamic Key
Generation (DKG) scheme that overcomes the
shortcomings of the existing systems and facilitates
fraudulent Internet banking payments prevention. The
new scheme uses advanced authentication technologies to
identify users and prevent fraudulent attempts.
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It also eliminates the need for storing long-term shared
key which makes the system insecure against key
compromise during transactions. In the proposal, the
generation of each set of keys is based on randomly
chosen preference keys. The higher the number of
transactions performed the less chance the system has of
being compromised. Our proposal also makes use of the
advanced authentication technologies such as smart cards
[6][11] and biometrics [10]. The shared keys generated
from our proposal can be used either as authentication
tokens or as the keys for encryptions and MAC (Message
Authentication Code) operations.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
existing key generation techniques and discusses their
security issues. Section 3 introduces the proposed
dynamic key generation technique. In section 4, we apply
the proposed technique to enhance security of internet
payment systems. Section 5 discusses and analyses the
security of the proposed scheme. Section 6 concludes our
work.

B. Kungpisdan et al.’s Approach
Kungpisdan-Srinivasan-Le (KSL) Protocol [29] was
designed and implemented for security enhancement and
protection of Wireless Internet payment using Credit
Cards. The client connects to the merchant through the
access point to perform an m-commerce transaction. In
KSL architecture [29], the client sends the Value
Subtraction Request to the payment gateway through the
merchant instead of sending it directly to the merchant to
minimize the number of connections needed. It is divided
into two phases, where the client has to register with the
merchant and send the merchant the master key in the
first phase. And in the next phase the purchase takes
place by generating a session key from the master key,
which has been distributed between the client and the
issuer when the client first registered with the issuer.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we outline two existing limited-use key
generation techniques
A. Figures and Tables
Rubin et al. proposed an offline Disposable Credit Card
numbers (DCN) generation technique [27]. The proposed
method eliminates the need for traditional reusable longterm credit-card numbers. A DCN which is called a token
as in [27] is generated from encrypting a set of paymentrelated information (called restrictions). The information
includes the amount of payment, the merchant’s identity,
billing address in addition to a long-term shared key
between the client and the issuer. For instance, a token T
will be generated if Alice buys a 30-dollar book from
Bob’s store as follows:
T = {thirty-dollars-book-Bob’s-store}K
Where K is the long-term key shared between Alice and
the issuer.
On receiving T, the issuer decrypts it using K. The
proposed technique also deploys timestamp for replay
and collision protection. If different payment information
is encrypted by either the same key or by different keys
then the collision may occur.
Although, Rubin et al. [27] argued about the system’s
security against various kinds of guessing attacks
however, to some degree, encrypting using long-term
shared key is vulnerable if an attacker obtained enough
information and attempts to decrypt DCN. Compromising
the long-term key will lead to system failure. Clients
whose credit card information falls into the wrong hands
won’t wait until the fraud is being detected. Moreover,
Rubin et al. [27] argued that more users and restriction
will cause the encryption to become computationally
expensive.
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Figure 1. KSL Architecture

KSL [29] deploys a technique where a set of session
keys can be generated from a master key using hashing
and cyclic-shifting techniques. The generated keys will
then be used in transactions. The set of Xi, where
i = 1,…., n, shared between the client and the merchant
can be generated as follows:
X1 = h(1-bit-shift-of-X), Xn = h(n-bit-shift-of-X).
The set of Yi, where i = 1,…., n, shared between the
client and the issuer can be generated as follows:
Y1 = h(1-bit-shift-of-(Credit card information, Y)),
Yn = h(n-bit-shift-of-(Credit card information, Y)).
The disadvantages of KSL key generation technique
are as follows:
•
•
•

It relies on credit card information, which can
easily be stolen and used illegally
It does not have the ability to identify the card
holder
It is unable to prevent attackers from performing
fraudulent transaction
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III. THE PROPOSED DYNAMIC KEY GENERATION
TECHNIQUE

However, the key generation technique must be secure
in that it must be difficult for an attacker to compute the
master key from capturing the session keys. Figure 3.1
depicts our dynamic key generation.

A. Notations
The following notations will be used in this scheme:
• C, B and BS: represent the client, bank and the bank
server respectively
• {IDC, IDBS}: the set of identities of C (Bio_ID) and
BS respectively
• ShK: represents Shared Keys
• ShS: represents Shared Secret, (e.g. C’s date of birth)
for identification verification
• SK: represents Session Keys
• TPass: transaction password
• (Ki)s: represents Secondary Keys
• (r) represents Random number
• V: a calculated set of values (V1,V2,V3) used in
generating SK’s
• VT: represents Value of Transaction, it equals
hashed V (h{V1,V2,V3})
N C , N B denotes statements
•
• X: the message
• h(x) represents the hash function
• {T, TID: the transaction and its identity including
time and date
• TI: Transaction information
• TD: transaction descriptions, debit, credit or payment
• Amount: the amount and currency
• PI: payment information, which contains the smart
card’s information
• I: client’s information such as address or contact
details
• Yes/No: the status of authentication and transaction
approved/rejected
• TIDReq: the request for TID
•

C, B |≡ |X|: C and B believe X

•

C ←⎯→ B: C and B use a shared key

•

C ⇔ B: X is secret only known to C and B

•
•
•

K

X

K
⎯⎯→
C: C has a secret key.
<
B
X: B sees X

C |~X: C has sent the message X.

B. The Proposed Technique
The security of symmetric-key based systems relies
heavily on the privacy of long-term shared keys. If the
keys are revealed to an attacker, the security of the entire
system will be compromised. This section presents a
limited-use key generation technique in which the key
used in each session does not rely on any long-term key
so that the compromise of the long-term key does not
affect the security of the system. Generating the session
keys from a master key shared between parties is a
possible solution to a compromised long-term key.
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Figure 2. Illustrates DKG Scheme

In the proposed scheme, a combination of two or more
advanced authentication methods such as fingerprint [10]
and smart card [6][11] are used to effectively confirm the
users' identity, enhance the transactions security and to
protect payment details. The primary advantages of
biometric
authentication
methods
over
other
authentication methods are that they use real human
physiological or behavioural characteristics to
authenticate users. Such characteristics are generally
permanent and it is not easy to change fingerprint, iris or
other biometric characteristics.
B. Dynamic Key Generation
In the first step, a Keymaster will be dynamically
generated based on the user’s unique identification to
identify users and prevent attackers from performing
fraud payments.
The second step shows the generation of Secondary
Keys (Ki)s. (Ki)s are necessary to make the generation of
Session Keys (SK)s more complicated and very hard to
guess. They are an enhancement security step as they will
be used to generate V values which will be one of the
major factors in generating (SK)s.
The generation of (Ki)s relies on the combination of
three factors; Keymaster, Transaction Password (TPass) and
Shared Secret (ShS).
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SK1 = h{VT, TPass, ShS}
SK2 = h{TPass, ShS, SK1}
SK3 = h{ShS, SK1, SK2}
SK4 = h{SK1, SK2, SK3}

TPass is a secret password. ShS is used as a security
enhancement after the transaction password is confirmed
and for identification. It can be of any value (e.g. C’s date
of birth). The generation of (ki)s occurs as follows:
Ki = h{Keymaster, TPass, ShS}
Ki+1 = h{TPass, ShS, Ki}
Ki+2 = h{ShS, Ki, Ki+1}
Ki+3 = h{Ki, Ki+1, Ki+2}
Km = h{Km-3, Km-2, Km-1}

(B1)
SKm = h{SKm-3, SKm-2, SKm-1}

(B5)

The generation of (Ki) (B1) relies on the existence of
the three factors, whereas the next generated keys
eliminate one of them after each generation step. When
(Ki+3) is generated, all the factors would have been totally
eliminated and therefore it will be the first key used in
transactions. Such an elimination mechanism provides a
high security improvement and makes the generation of
(Ki)s more complicated for attackers to compromise.
The same shifting technique is applied for (SK)s
generation as well. Also it can be seen that the
elimination of each of the factors in (Ki) (B1) illustrates
the one-way hash property of the function in which the
values of (Ki)s don’t depend on the values of subsequent
keys. This makes it mathematically infeasible to calculate
any of generated (Ki)s value from first principle.
In step three, a random (r) (details will be presented in
section 4.1) is chosen and used for the generation of V
values:
{Random(r)}i

(B9)

(B6)

This technique does not rely completely on any longterm shared keys. The greater number of used generated
(SK)s will minimize chances to compromise the system.
Moreover, the number of generated (SK)s must not
exceed the number of required steps for any particular
transaction. The limited-use shared keys can also be used
as single-use authentication tokens as well as keys for
encryptions or hash functions.
IV. THE PROPOSED INTERNET BANKING MODEL
Based on the proposed DKG scheme, an Internet
banking payment fraud prevention model is been
designed in addition to session key generation protocol as
illustrated in figures 4.1 and 4.2. The main concept of this
model is to:
•
•
•

Strengthen the security of users’ authentication,
Protect the sensitive data during transactions
And prevent any fraudulent attempts by generating
random keys.

Next, more details regarding the proposed model and
the protocol using the model is outlined.

The indices ( i )s can be used for identification
confirmation and to the final number of key generation
steps assigned to the transaction at the beginning. They
also assure that the generation of (Ki)s experience no
complications. After the identity is confirmed, the
generation of V values (V1, V2, V3) will take place as
follows:
V1 = r mod (m-3)
V2 = r mod (m-2)
V3 = r mod (m-1)

(B7)

Where m-3, m-2 and m-1 are hashed values of the last
calculated secondary key (Ki).
(m-3, m-2, m-1) = h(Ki, Ki+1, Ki+2)
The generated V values will then be hashed to generate
a Value of Transaction VT value, one of the pillars in
generating (SK)s as follows:
VT = h{ V1, V2, V3} (B8)
The generation of (SK)s relies on the combination of
three factors; VT, TPass and ShS as shown in step four:
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(B13)

Figure 3. Illustrates the proposed model
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It will not be used in transactions and will only be used
for key generation purposes. A TPass will also be issued
to clients.
Secondly, C must authenticate themselves to the
payment card by providing their biometric feature (e.g.
finger print) before each transaction. If authenticated,
then the transaction will proceed to the next step.
Otherwise access will be denied and the card will be
locked. For the transaction process to take place, C needs
to initialize an authentication and secret distribution
processes with BS. To do so, C sends a hashed message
that consists of C’s bio ID as well as some related
information to BS as follows:
C → BS: h{IDC, Cinfo}i

(A1)

Upon receipt of the message, BS checks C’ bio ID by
generating a hashed value and matches it with the sent
message. If both hashed values match then BS responds
to C’s message by sending back BS’s ID and requesting
C’s transaction password and transaction information as
shown in (A2). The transaction information includes the
type of transaction desired as well as the specific number
of key generation steps that is assigned to the transaction.
This as we shall see is important in keeping key
generation process in pace between the involved parties.
BS → C: {h(TPass), IDBS, Transinfo}i+1 (A2)
C replies to BS’s request by sending back the required
transaction information in addition to the non-long term
Transaction Password (TPass) as follows:
C → BS :{ h(TPass), Transinfo}

(A3)

If TPass is verified then BS sends ShS for
identification verification. ShS is a security-enhancing
factor as it can be of any value (e.g. C’s date of birth),
and it is initially used by C to confirm BS’s identity as
follows:
BS → C: h{ShS}
Figure 4.2 illustrates the proposed protocol

A. User Authentication
This section details how client C registers with the
issuer’s server BS and the kind of confidential
information which is shared between the two parties.
How clients initiate the payment process and the
authentication steps that are required is outlined. For
clarification it should be noted that the initial registration
with BS occurs personally and does not involve any
external communication. Therefore, it can be assumed
that shared secrets will never be disclosed.
Firstly bank (B) issues a payment card to C, the
payment card is in the form of a smart card. Each
payment card has a unique ID, which is combined with
C’s biometric feature (IDC) to form a Keymaster.
Keymaster is a shared key between C and BS where it is
manually distributed and stored on the sides of both
parties (server and payment card) directly after issuing
the payment card.
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(A4)

B. Session Key Generation
After confirming their identities, both C and BS
perform calculations to generate a set of Secondary Keys
(Ki)s as shown in (B1-B5).
After the completion of generating (Ki)s, BS generates
a random number (r) and sends it to C. (r) could be of any
value and used to indicate the start of generating (SK)s
process on both sides. It is another security enhancement
to confirm the identity of the involved parties. For
instance, if one of the involved parties was not genuine
and tried to fake (r) and generate (SK)s. Then based on
our proposed technique, the fake generated keys will be
discovered by the other party as they are not the agreed
upon keys and the transaction will not take place. If the
identity of BS and C was confirmed the process of
generation (SK)s will start as shown in (B7-B13)
The number of generated (SK)s is agreed upon
between BS and C and is dependant on the number of
transactions steps.
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Note that the same elimination method in (B9) – (B13)
has been used to clear VT, Pass, and ShS from the system
respectively.
Thus, the transaction will start with SK4. The
agreement upon a specific or a limited number of
generated (SK)s will determine the number of
transactions to be performed between BS and C.
For example, if both parties agreed to generate five
(SK)s and suddenly a sixth SK is generated and sent, then
based on the proposed scheme, the sixth generated SK
will not be recognised and the transaction will be
suspended. (SK)s are valid for a short period of time and
will not be used again in any other transaction. BS and C
can use (SK)s to verify and validate one another’s
identity by comparing the values of (SK)s, which have
already been symmetrically generated. (SK)s are used to
validate and verify C and BS to each other during
transactions. Only the entire set of (Ki)s is stored on C’s
and BS sides, whereas a SK is generated at the beginning
of each transaction in order to reduce storage
requirements. Moreover, the security of (Ki)s is
guaranteed as they are not transmitted in any transactions.
C. Transaction
In the transaction stage, C starts the transaction process
by sending PI, index i and requesting a TID. BS verifies
the contents of the hashed messages by generating other
hashed values and matches them with the sent ones. It
then responds to C and sends TID_Res. The index i is
used to identify the current session key. If the current
session key is not the agreed upon key between BS and C
then the transaction will fail and the key generation
process is required again. If the generated key remains
un-known, then the authentication process is required to
make sure C is genuine.
Otherwise, C will send the description of the
transaction as if it is credit, debit or paying another user
in addition to the amount of the payment. BS sends the
amount that will be transferred. C can check whether or
not the message is the response to their request by
comparing the received h(Amount) with their requested
Amount. If they are not matched, C can reject the
transaction (No). If matched C then sends back (Yes). If
the payment has been approved then BS sends the result
back to C with i+1 to indicate the next session key. For
more transactions C can use other values in the set of SKi
until being notified to update the secret key. Note that,
after each session key has been used, it will be put into all
parties’ revocation lists in order to prevent the replay of
the secrets from both C and BS.
D. Session Key Update
After being used for a specific number of transactions
and time period, the set of (SK)s must be updated. To do
so, the values of VT (B9) also need to be updated. The
updating process of a SK is based on the value of the last
SK indexi. For example, if an update request took place at
the end of SK5 (i = 5) transaction, new values of V1,
V2and V3 (B8) need to be calculated.
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The three following numbers to 5 have been chosen,
these are [6 (i + 1), 7 (i + 2) and 8 (i + 3)].
The values of 6, 7 and 8 can be calculated as follows:
Value of 6 = V1up = 5mod(rm)
Value of 7 = V2up = 6mod(rm)
Value of 8 = V3up = 7mod(rm) (C1)
Where
m: is the total number of (Ki)s generated at the beginning
r: a shared random number between BS and C upon
update request.
The updated value of VT will be the hashed value of
the updated V1, V2 and V3 values V1up,V2up,V3up (C1) as
follows:
VTup= h{ V1up,V2up,V3up } (C2)
Based on the updated VT [C2] we can update session
keys as follows:
SK1up= h{VT up, TPass, ShS} (C3)
SK2up= h{TPass, ShS, SK1up} (C4)
SK3up= h{ShS, SK1up, SK2up} (C5)
SK4up= h{SK1up, SK2up, SK3up} (C6)
SK5up= h{SK(n-1)up, SK2(n-2)up, SK(n-3)up} (C7)
Note that both VT and ShS can be updated at the same
time. So, to avoid using the same values for updating
ShS, we ignore [(i + 1), (i + 2) and (i + 3)] from previous
SK update and use i + 4. We then multiply i + 4 with the
value of the old shared secret as shown below:
ShS

up

= ShS * i + 4

TPass and ShS can be both changed or updated by C
over the Internet or in person. Keymaster also has to be
updated although it is considered as a long term key.
Biometric features are prone to changes due to age,
illness or injury. Therefore, a regular update is required.
Privacy and convenience of clients should be a
paramount when doing so, to minimise the usual
discomfort associated with the process. Clients should
also keep the issuer informed if any changes that would
either stop them or make it difficult for them to use their
biometric features have occurred. So other alternatives
can be arranged.
E. Failure Recovery
Network failures occur more frequently due to low
network reliability. It is understood that failure recovery
is relevant to key synchronization process, in that; there
should be an efficient key synchronization mechanism.
Therefore, the proposed scheme is able to deal with a
failure situation when it occurs, especially when
concurrent sessions are being performed.
For instance, six sessions (SK1–SK6) are performing
concurrently and have been used. If SK4 fails, SC can
restart SK4 with SKn, where SKn can be any value in the
set of the generated (SK)s other than SK1-SK4, and will
be recognized by BS (i.e. SK5, SK6). The same applies
when a session key fails after reaching BS, C can also do
the same.
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Note that (SK)s used before in transaction can not be
used again for obvious reasons, as long as (SK)n used in
recovery does not exceed the number of (SK)s agreed
upon between BS and SC, the transaction would continue
normally. If SK6 fails, generation of (SK)s should start
from the beginning. Having the set of (Ki)s stored on the
device, it saves the inconvenience of starting the
authentication process over again. Also it prevents
redistribution of shared factors, which minimize the risk
of attacks.
V. DISCUSSION
In the proposed technique, generating each session key
is not based only on the master key. Thus, the
compromise of the master key will never compromise the
security of the system. In this section, we discuss about
the security of the proposed technique.
A. Security of Dynamic Key
This proposed technique never reprocesses a SK during
a transaction. If the fraudulent user succeeds in
generating some (SK)s and is trying to guess the next SK,
BS can keep track of the total number of incorrectly
hashed or encrypted messages. When the number of
incorrect messages exceeds a predetermined limit (the
number of SKs agreed between C and BS), BS can then
delete the registered C. To reactivate the service, C must
to start with new set of (Ki)s, which means the fraudulent
user has to start the process of collecting the required
keys again and obtaining unique IDs from the beginning
to generate the SKs. The fraudulent users must also be
able to authenticate themselves to the SC and to generate
(SK)s based on the genuine (r), which is just known to
BS and C:
BS → C: {Random(r)}i (1)
C → BS: { Random(r)}i+1 (2)
It is also difficult to retrieve the generated SK, even
assuming the fraudulent user can intercept the message
and successfully retrieves the key. It is not feasible to
obtain the three secure factors and work out the technique
that is been used to generate the (SK)s:
NBS = BS → C: {Random(r)}i
(i )

C |≡ BS ⇔ C, C < (X)
C believes BS has sent the message X. (i) is a secret
that is only known to C and BS. C is able to see it.
NC1 = C → BS: {Random(r) }i+1
C also could send (r) to BS.
(i +1)

BS |≡ C ⇔ BS, BS < (X)
BS believes C has sent the message X where (i+1) is a
secret that is only known to C and BS. BS is able to see
it.
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It shows that only BS and C have the authority to
reveal the exchanged information.
NC2 = C → BS: h{CToken}SKi
BS sees C’s generated Token.
(BS < Token)
BS believes the message sent by C.
(BS |≡ C |~ NC2)
BS → C: {Yes/No}
In the proposed technique, the number of (SK)s used is
always one more than the number of data retrievals that
the member wishes to perform. In the worst case
scenario, if the fraudulent user has guessed all the correct
values of the (SK)s, and BS has failed to track the fake
messages, then the short life span of (SK)s will overcome
the threat once the time period of the current set of SKs
has run out, the compromised (SK)s are no longer valid
and a new set of (SK)s are generated by the valid parties.
By applying the efficient key generation technique, the
fraudulent values evolved can still be detected by BS
when it receives a hashed message with an old (SK).
B. Implementation Issues
In this section, we discuss major issues related to the
implementation of our scheme in Internet banking.
1) Keys Distribution, Storing and Managing
Our technique focuses on the deployment of the
Keymaster rather than the semi-secret credit-card number.
Therefore, Keymaster needs to be distributed between C
and BS. Before making the first payment, C needs to
register with B in order to share Keymaster. In the case that
C is provided a smart card, B can generate Keymaster and
store it on the card before issuing the card to C. Therefore
Keymaster does not need to be transferred in any
transaction which results in fully offline key generation.
The proposed technique requires two sets of keys, Ki
and (SK)s, to be generated at each party’s device.
However, only the entire set of preference keys (Ki)s is
stored on both parties devices, whereas each member in
the set of session keys (SK)s is generated at the beginning
of each transaction in order to reduce storage
requirement. The security of (Ki)s is guaranteed as they
are not transmitted in any transaction. After generating
the set of (Ki)s, the master key is no longer used in the
system. As well as the session key SK, after a new
session key has been generated, the previously used key
is then removed from the system.
C. Security of the Proposed Technique against Attacks
Consider the situation where a (SK)i is transmitted in
clear text over an unsecured channel. First of all, due to
the one-way property of the hash function, reverse
operation of (SK)i to retrieve (Ki)s is computationally
unfeasible. A one-way hash function is preferred due to
its proven security.
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There is a possibility of collecting a number of (SKs)
and trying to guess the next value of (SK)i. However, the
fraud will be detected and limited by allowing a limited
number of attempts for specific C.
If the attempts exceed the specified limit, C’s account
is suspended. The system then notifies C that there were
unauthorized attempts on their account and asks for SKs
update. After C has updated SKs, the fraudulent user
must repeat the attacking processes from the beginning.
Also consider that these attempts have not been detected
by the system. The set of (SK)s is valid over this short
period of time. After the session keys are updated, the
keys used by the fraudulent user are no longer valid.
As the initial input for the set of SKs are (Ki)s and V
values, the fraudulent user must be able to record all
(SK)s from SK1. They must then try to re-compute (Ki)s
and V values. In the case that the attempt is successful,
the fraudulent user can generate the next SK, which could
be used in fraud. Consequently, C does not need to
update the Keymaster.
Instead C asks the BS to update the SKs set. After the
new set of SKs becomes valid, the current (SK)s will no
longer be valid as they rely on the (Ki)s that have not
been used in any transaction. Therefore, to retrieve (Ki)s,
the fraudulent user needs to capture the transaction with
SK and attempt to compute (Ki).
1

The only possible successful attack to the proposed
technique is that the fraudulent user must be able to do
the following:
1
2
3

Access each party’s device to retrieve the entire set
of (Ki)s,
Record all SKs transmitted in all transactions, and
Detect the request to update the set of SKs.

In the worst case scenario, if the fraudulent user
succeeded in the above process, they can generate and
use the valid SKi until being detected by the system.
Generating each set of (SK)s is based on dynamic
parameters randomly chosen from the set of (Ki)s. As a
result, the higher number the transactions are performed,
the less the chance that the system will be compromised.
C. Security Analysis
In this section, we show that our new scheme has
advantages over SET [14] and iKP [26] in terms of
payment transaction security when applied to Internet
banking. Based on the payment model described in
section IV, the transferred messages in the proposed
protocol deliver the same information and purposes as
that of SET and iKP.
Our protocol also satisfies a non-repudiation feature
that is known as one of the important security properties
of both SET and iKP. Every party is capable to deliver
non-repudiable evidence to the other party in case of
illegal attempts.
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Table 1 demonstrates our scheme security
enhancements over SET [14] and iKP [26] based on
number of cryptographic operations:
Table 1
Illustrates the numbers of cryptographic operations by SET, iKP, and
our work respectively

Cryptographic Operations
1. Public-key encryptions
2. Public-key decryptions
3. Signature generations
4. Signature verifications
5. Symmetric-key
encryptions/decryptions
6. Hash functions
7. Keyed-hash functions
8. Key generations

C

SET
1

iKP
1

Ours
-

BS
C

1
-

-

-

BS
C
BS
C
BS
C
BS
C
BS
C
BS
C
BS

2
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
-

1
1
1
3
2
2
1
-

4
2
3
4
2
1
2
1

It is not hard to see that in the proposed protocol, we
only apply symmetric-key operations including MAC and
hash functions that lead to higher level of security than
SET and iKP. In comparison with SET and iKP, the
client is required to perform both public key encryptions
and signature verifications which lead to more
computational tasks and less security protection.
Even though, the key generation process requires a
regular keys update in our technique. However, this
would not cause security issue as the key generation
processes can be done offline.
Based on the comparison with the existing payment
systems, our proposed scheme has the following
advantages:
•
•

•
•
•

Facilitates fraudulent payments prevention by
applying different types of security mechanisms.
Incorporates a DKG to prevent access by
fraudulent users by confirming that involved
parties can meet the secret keys generation
requirements and are allowed to perform
transactions
Reduces fraudulent attempts due to strong
identity verification process that captures
biometrics
Combines both biometrics and smart card to
make it extremely secure and provide excellent
user-to-card authentication.
Is able to adapt to changes with future
technology
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient new
scheme which can prevent fraud by applying different
security algorithms, generating and updating limited-use
secret keys. It uses advanced authentication technologies
and is well adapted to any possible future technology.
Moreover, it does not rely on fixed values where hacking
one secret will not compromise the whole system’s
security. The generation of each set of keys is based on
dynamically generated preference keys. The higher
number the transactions performed, the less chance the
system has of being compromised. The practical
usefulness of the technique has been demonstrated by
applying it to Internet banking payment systems. The
results show that our technique enhances their security
considerably.
It has been shown that the proposed technique is secure
against key compromise. For future work, we aim to
analyze the security of the system that applies the
proposed technique. Moreover, we aim to apply the
proposed technique to other kinds of internet
applications, especially mobile commerce.
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